Use the Cite Tools in databases such as EBSCO’s CINAHL with caution! While the citations created can be a good “starting point,” they often have errors. Make sure you proofread and correct!

- From this result in CINAHL:

  [Image of CINAHL result]

  - You could use the Cite tool which formats citations in various styles.

  - The CITE tool shows these options:

    [Image of CITE tool options]

    - Note the warning:

      NOTE: Review the instructions at EBSCO Support Site and make any necessary corrections before using. Pay special attention to personal names, capitalization, and dates. Always consult your library resources for the exact formatting and punctuation guidelines.

In this case, the citation is not correct. It is your responsibility to make the necessary corrections. Use an online guide such as the Purdue OWL if necessary to help you determine the correct format.

- Here is the correct citation:


  Note that the capitalization of the article title was not in sentence case. This has been corrected.